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Price of parking decals will rise in fall
$205 from $1 70.
"Yes, the price increase is needed if
we are going to have any empty spaces,"
Students and staff will have to pay said Ina Carpenter, parking services
20 percent more in the fall if they manager. "We have to begin to think
want to buy yearlong parking decals. about future parking structures."
The increase will be used to fund fuKarina Sanchez, a nursing major, said,
ture parking structures, such as garages. ''I think that by increasing the prices of
Prices for the decals will increase decals, it deprives us of money that could
from $30 to $36 for students and staff be used toward offeririg more classes."
for a full year. A one-semester decal
Originally, the parking services dewill increase from $12 to $16, and a partment asked for a 50-percent in.:two-semester decal will cost $30, up crease. This request was turned down
from $21.50. and the department was offered the 20The new price increases will also percent increase instead.
"One reason for the price increase
affect the faculty and reserved parking spaces. Faculty prices will in- is to meet the new need for parking
crease to $60 from $50 for the year. on campus," said Richard Turkiewicz,
For reserved spaces, the cost will rise to director of Public Safety and ~olice.
by Vicki Paulus

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"We need $1 million in reserve to go
to a lender to get a bond for building,"
Turkiewicz said. "It will take about $5
million dollars to build a parking structure."

Carpenter said UCF has stretched
parking spaces to the outer limits.
"Now, it's time to look at going up
with the construction of a parking
garage," he said.

7 fraternities switch
from kegs·to BYOB
·due to insurance rules
by Mary Watkins
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"Bring your own booze" parties will replace traditional keg
parties at seven UCF fraternities.
'~o kegs reduces liability,"
said Greg Mason, Greek Affairs
coordinator.
According to Mason, each
UCF fraternity has national
headqua,rters. These offices coordinate nationwide programs
and goals for all the fraternities' chapters.
The offices also have traveling consultants that make sure
local chapters follow national
rules.
The headquarters for Alpha
Tau Omega, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Gamma Delta and
Tau Kappa Epsilon belong to

the Fraternity Insurance Purchasing Group, which buys insurance for them.
Recently, the group added a
condition to its risk management policy. The condition
states that fraternities cannot
purchase alcohol in bulk quantities, including kegs.
Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Sigma Chi follow similar risk management
policies.
Thus, these fraternities have
adopted BYOB policies for their
parties, Mason said.
Some fraternity members
oppose the no-keg rule.
Craig Baldwin of ~T~ said it
'CUts parties down to a minimum.
"It seems to bring the social

...

·~

TtJNING UP -

·
Ellen Gribosky, Keith Tucker, Maritza Serrano and Deborah Coney rehearse for a free jazz show.
The show will be at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Center Auditorium.

see NO KEGS page 5

UCF students _g et special rate
at Shakespeare Festival
lnternationa' students sponsor event to promote the arts
by Vicki Paulus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

LIBRARY LOOK
Dave Allen, a 32-year-old mechanical engineering major, looks at
the Holocaust Exhibit in the library lobby.
)

<

International students are promoting spirit
for cultural events by sponsoring the UCF night
at the Orlando Shakespeare Festival on Friday.
"Shakespeare was the playwright of the
people, the common folk," said Joanna McCully,
faculty adviser for the international students.
"This night brings the students, which are the
common people of today, into the theater."
There are 467 international students from
57·countries at UCF, according to McCully.
"We were looking for a way to get involved,"
she said. "We considered many things, like collecting clothes, but the arts seemed a new and
interesting idea."
The International Students Program con-

tacted the board of directors of the Orlando
Shakespeare Festival and created the UCF night.
It is open to students at a rate of $4. The regular
prices are $5, $1_0 and $25.
"Many of these students have never seen a
performance and this will be their first, plus we
have arranged a backstage tour to meet the actors," McCully said.
"As far as an effort to promote an international cultural event, I feel the international students have made a pretty good attempt by selling
150 tickets," she added. "Hopefully, it will be an
annual night."
Dr. Stuart Omans, the artistic director, thinks
it is terrific that the international students are
involved.
see SHAKESPEARE page 5
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Speaker: job pro.s pects
looking good - and bad
by Kelly Anthony
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

Those entering the job market now
are at an advantage, according to an
organizational developing consultant.
Al Galves, the consultant, spoke Monday at UCF about "Killer Job Findings
- Without a Killer GPA"
He gave good news and bad news for
those looking for a job now.
The good news, he said, is that fewer
people are entering the job market.
"There are one million less people
turning 21 every year," he said.
The bad news is that there is no labor market: Galves presented listeners
with some strategies to manage this
job market.
The 11 strategies he presented were
designed to help those looking for jobs decide the best way _to go about picking the

right job and preparingfor an interview.
Galves also said a high GPA helps
but is not necessary when entering the
job market.
"NobodyisgoingtocarewhatyourGPA
was five years from now," he said "Nonacademic attributes are just as important
as academic attributes in sureess and work"
According to Galves, many attributes
are very important in the world of work
that are not learned in college.
Some of these attributes, which will
not show up in a GPA, are: working
with people, initiative, emotional tough- ·
ness and dealing with ambiguity.
Some attributes that will help those
entering the business world and that are
· learned in college are: problem solving,
NEW STUDENTS?
'persistence and oral communication.
Galves was the last speaker in a se- Students from LaCanto High School, in Citrus County, take a tour of UCF to decide
ries of lectures presented by the Cam- jf ttiey want to come here in the fall. They saw the campus Tuesday.
pus Activities Board.

Governor's commission ·tinds high schijol students unprepared
-

~

by Brynnerw. Yee
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Unprepared high school students lead to unprepared college freshmen, according to the Education
Committee for The Governor's Commission on Government.
Overcrowded and underpaid Orange County public schools apparently are producing graduates unprepared for college work or gainful employment.
Twenty percent of UCFs first-time-in-college freshmen·are from Orange County public schools.
"Presently, the general core classes [at Apopka]
have 29 .to 30 students. Next year, it should be from

the upper 30s to lower 40s due to reductions," said
Joseph Joyner, principal of Apopka High School.
The larger classes provide less interaction between
each individual student and the teacher, he said. .
The situation is expected to worsen with the budget cuts that will take effect next year due to Florida's
· $39-million education deficit. Reductions will be made
in many special academic programs, further increasing the average class size.
The Education Committee said that "the education
system is overtaxed and underestimated."
Committee Chair Jack Critchfield said 85 percent
of the testimony he has heard concerns at-risk students and special programs. Critchfield and parents

• EARTH DAY EVENTS
•PLAY RACQUETBALL
The UCF EnvironrnentaI SoThe
· student-affiliated
ciety is hosting the last of its -American Chemical Society is
UCF Earth Day 1991 Speaker hosting a scholaiship racquetSeries. It will begin at 7 :30 p.m. ball tournament at 10 a. m. Satin the Student Center Audito- urday and Sunday at the UCF
rium.
racquetball courts.
• Thursday Micheal
ACS members must pay $5
Geoghaegans of the United Na- and non-members must pay $7.
tions will present 'The Politics Prizes will be awarded.
of the Environment."
The competition will include
men's singles, women's singles
• SHAKESPEARE NIGHT
and mixed doubles.
The International Student
Sign up jn the Chemistry
Association will host the first Department office. ~or more
UCF Night at the Orlando information,
Jlon
call
Shakespeare Festival. Faculty, McCulloch at 365-5774 or Paul
staff and 150 UCF students will Gamble at_677-0899.
attend the performance of
_.NIGHT CONCERT
"MacBeth" at 8 p.m. Friday.
The performances are outCAB is sponsoringihe Symdoors in the new Lake Eola phony Under the Stars at 7:30
bandshell.
p.m. Bring a picnic dinner ·and
The international students a blanket to the reflecting pond
: ' arq jo,ffering a carpo.ol . ~ervice and ~elax to the .music under
~orl ~~del).t~ ~hq ne~d !f1.des ~ · . M1~ rught sky. . : . , ...... ., . .
the theater. Tickets are $4 and
·
can be ordered from the Or- • ROLLINS EARTH DAY
lando Shakespeare Festival·box
A variety of musical groups
office at 841-9787. Tickets also and soloists have been schedcan be bought at TicketMaster uled to perform at the free
(call 839-3900) for $5.
Earth Day/Earth Watch 1991
event from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday at Rollins College.
• POTTERY SALE
There will be a pottery sale
Dozens of environmental
Thursday in the ceramics lab, and social activist groups have
in the Arts Complex.
been invited to share their conThe sale will continue Fri- cern and information on imporday on the Green. All students tant environmental issues.
For more- information, call
are welcome.
Paul Freeborn at 859-7410, ext.
• • AASU ELECTIONS
2434, or 896-1260.
The African American Student Union elections will be • GRAD FELLOWSHIPS
New and continuing Africanheld from noon to 2 p.m. Thursday in front of the student mail- American graduate students
boxes across from the Student are urged to apply for $5,000
Delores A Auzenne FellowOrganization Lounge.
A validated UCF ID and ships. These are merit awards
filed AASU membership appli- requiring no work obligation.
Selection is based on academic
cation are necessary to vote.
For more information, call backgroilnd, programs of
graduate study and career
ext. 4168.

and ST: Black Dialect.
Contact the English office at
ext. 2212 for information.

goals.
A UCF committee will consider ~ac}l application, rank all
applications and forward them
to a state committee.
Twelve UCF students received this award in 1990.
For more information, contact the Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action
Programs at UCF-lEEO. Applications are due by 5 p.m.
April 22.

~

• BUSINESS SEMINAR
People between 15 and 25
years of age can learn how to start
their own-business at the Young
Entrepreneur's Seminar.
The purpose of this all-day
program of speakers is to introduce tools and concepts re-~
lated to · free enterprise
entrepreneurship and small
business start-up.
'fhe s,e minar . is, _froµi , 8:~Q .\
a.m. t o 4 :30 p.m. Saturday l· n
CEBA II. It costs $10 in advance and $12 at the door. The
cost includes a notebook and
lunch.
Call ext. 5355 or ext. 2108
for details. The seminar is presented by the College of Business Administration, the
Entrepreneurship Club and Pi
Sigm~ Epsilon.
• EXTRA COURSES
The Department of English,
Sigma Tau Delta and the College of Extended Studies are
offering more summer English
courses.
During summer A session,
the following classes will be offered: Business Report Writing,
English N cvel and Advanced
Writing Workshop I. Classes
offered during summer B session are: Advanced Writing
Workshop II, Lit of the South,
Advanced Expository Writing

expressed their concern for the average student.
''The lack of attention toward them has produced
high school graduates with suh'-standard skills for
college work or jobs with a future. Schools should reemphasize making students ready for employment or
college," Critchfield said.
Possible solutions to poorly prepared students might
be to decrease the class size at the high school level or
to provide remedial/ compensatory classes at UCF.
Both solutions -require funds that the committee admitted Florida is short on.
Critchfield welcomed anyone interested to write to
his or her representative before the state legislature
meets to pass the next education budget.

• CHORAL CONCERT
Choral conductor David L.
Bninner will lead UCF choral
groups in two spring concerts
featuring musical masterpieces
from the 16th to the 20th centuries.
The 80-voice University Chorus, the UC;F ·Chimber Sing. ers and UCFs "Spirit" vocal
jazz ensemble will perform. Sat· urday they will perform· at 8
p.m.,at First lJnited Methodist
Church of Winter Park, and
Sunday they will ·perform at 4
p.m. at First United Methodist
~ Chµrch of Sanford.

• HOST FAMILIES
International Education Forum is looking for host families
in Lake, Orange and Seminole
counties. All high school students are English_speaking and
fully screened. These foreign
exchange students come from
Europe, Asia and Central and
South America. Each student
is financed, including monthly
spending allowances, by their
parents.
Anyone who wants more information on becoming a host
family should contact Michelle
Alessandri, forum community
. coordinator, at 679-3847.

•FREE CAR WASH
A free car wash will be held
Saturday to benefit the MAGIC
• SOLAR AUTO RALLY
Drum & Bugle Corps.
.
The Florida Solar Energy
The corps is a non-profit or. Center is ,s.ponso~g: ~n auto ; \~~ljl~zatio~ l 4~4~ca~1~ 1to ~he
~ally. to p;rop]-ote Hie ;~~e .of;ye-: :' <HMg-fre~·-d~~~tP~~~t.pf\Cenh1'cles powe·,..... ed by alternative tral Flonda youth throug~ muenergy. The race will be at 11 sic education and rigorous
a.m .. Sunday. It is being held athletic conditioning.
in conjunction with the center's
The car wash, which starts
Open House, SunDay '91, at the at 10 a.m. and lasts until 4
Center on Sunday.
p.m., will be at Steve Westphal
Vehicles will be powered in Toyota, 3800 W. Colonial Drive.
alternative ways, such as elecMembers of the corpa will
trically or solar.
raise money by getting pledges
At the Open House·, the from family and friends for each
center's staff will conduct many car they wash. Proceeds will
demonstrations reflecting the help cover the cost of their sumtheme, "Do the bright thing." mer tour.
Alternative-energy entrepreMAGIC Drum & Bugle
neurs will show other ways to Corps is a team of 128 music
enjoy life at the solar industry and dance performers ages 14
tent.
to 21 specializing in outdoor
Environmental group repre- pageantry.
In MAGIC's first year of
sentatives will be in the "Save
the Planet Tent." Visitors can world competition, in 1990, the
see entries in the house design corps placed 16th out of 270
contest - this year's theme is drum and bugle corps. In
March 1990, the group was
· affordable-expandable homes.
Refreshments will include named the Official Musical
sun tea and solar-cooked hot Ambassadors of the City of Ordogs. For information, call 783- lando, and it performed in
0300.
many community events.
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Naturalist: chemicals killing our environment
Westra said, 'The food chain contamination
is now the most serious problem
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
we face."
As the UCF Environmental Society
It is a problem that lent itself to her
continued its Earth Day '91 Speaker topic of the evening, "Domino Effect: ToxSeries, the theme of individual action ins vs. Wildlife and Environment."
did also.
·
After all, Westra pointed out, she sufBefore an audience of40 or more people, fers from a less effective immune sysCindy Westra spoke on the domino effects tem after she was exposed · to
of toxins. Westra, a naturalist who oper- contaminants while researching wildates a wildlife animal shelter off Colonial life in areas saturated with chemical
Drive, gave a passionwastes.
Other effects of toxin
ate t.alk as she showed
consumption are: heart
slides of her work with
''The food we eat, the
problems, strokes, sudtoxin-infected animals
air we br~athe and the den infant deaths and
she has worked with.
Some of the toxin
water we drink - it's all high blood pressure.
Westra asked those
effects shown by these
contaminated."
present to write to
animals include: patheir state and naralysis, blindness,
tional representalethargy, convulsions
- Cindy Westra
tives.
and death.
She explained how
During her presenNaturalist
the Government Actation, she introduced
counting Office recently
some of the animals
she cares for, including a Harris hawk, discovered that nearly 60 percent of the
an Eastern. screech owl, a skunk, a information issued by the Environme.nSherman's fox squirrel, a grey-homed tal Protection Agency on chemical pesowl and a 12-foot, 200-pound Burmese ticides and disinfectants is outdated and
python.
inaccurate.
by ...Bill Cushing

Activist says energy
bill pushed through
sources frightening, particularly in light of the fact that
Florida is one of the states that
Greenpeace's guiding prin- would see much of this activciple is "Direct action brings ity.
attention,"
Tim
public
He finds a discrepancy beMcConnell said, a representa- tween the fact that the admintive from the organization on istration says it wants to save
April 10 while addressing the taxpayers money, yet looks
nearly 40 people in the Student toward nuclear power, an inefCenter Auditorium in celebra- ficient source of energy he says
tion of Earth Day '91.
costs up to three times that of
He detailed the four major fossil fuels.
points Greenpeace actively pro"The amount of money this
motes:
government put into alterna• Atmosphere and energy.
tive energy this year is 1 per• Toxins and waste. ·
cent," he said.
•Nuclear disarmament.
He noted a marked dispar•Ocean ecology.
ity in the Department of .EnOriginally becoming in- ergy budget which:
volved with
Greenpeace
•In 1981, .spent 81 percent
through his interest in U.S. en- of its money onresearch while
ergy policies,
19 percent
McConnell
was
alloemphasized
cated
to
"From the St. John's
the power of
nuclear
writing conweapons
River to the Everglades,
gress mem• In 1990,
Florida's water supply
bers,.
energy re"Put the
search was
is being threatened."
pressure on
cut
to 41 perr ~ ! I •
congressmen ! : ; : · · l
cent while
before they
nuclear
- Tim McConnell
vote,"
weapons
Greenpeace representative
McConnell
made up 59
told the gro~p.
percent of
He added
the DOE exthat, while Greenpeace has an pense budget.
active lobbying force stationed
He said that while Sen. Bob
in Washington, D.C., it is the Graham has come out against
voters that initiate action, both the present policy and is suplocally and nationally.
portive of "sane energy poliMcConnell encouraged the cies," his colleague, Connie
audience to become active in Mack, supports development of
letter-writing campaigns and nuclear power.
distribution of petitions.
"Write Connie Mack,"
Discussing the proposed en- McConnell said. "This guy
ergy bill currently on the Sen- thinks this is the way to go."
ate floor, McConnell pointed out
Although Mack spoke
ho'Y. the policy was pushed against offshore drilling,
through at the height of the re- McConnell said his stance is a
cent war, when people's atten- political one.
tion was diverted and Desert
While discussing the current
Storm was the "front-page nuclear situation in America,
story."
McConnell said recent dereguThe bill emphasizes offshore lation of the industry has aloil drilling and the development lowed it to "literally dump
of nuclear power plants.
see GREENPEACE page 5
Mc9o1¥!.~1J finds these energy
by Bill Cushing

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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'The Reagan administration
dismantled the EPA's
administrative
power," she said, adding that many of the
laws recently written
concerning the environment have been
influenced by industry lobbyists. ''We are
all expendable; what
it all boils down to is
the dollar."
Calling our state's
water supplies a
"chemical arsenal,"
Westra asked, "Ifwe're
being warned not to
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
eat fish, who's going to
test the fish [we Cindy Westra, who operates a wildlife shelter, shows the
catch]?''
audience an injured owl she cares for. ·
In another point related to Tim McConnell's (Greenpeace), water we drink - it's all contaminated,"
Westra described the current plight of the she said. ''We have to start thinking about
Florida panther. The panther is threatened the chemical soup we're creating. Incineraby Mercury poisoning because it feeds on tion is not the answer; tighter controls are."
She said pesticides, insecticides and herraccoons, animals that are eating Mercwybicides mean two things: ''Genocide and suipoisoned fish in the Everglades.
'The food we eat, the air we breathe, the cide."

If you think drugs cost a lot
now, wait until after college.
They could ~ost you a career.
Last year alone, America's

businesses lost moz:e than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests.

•

•

Failing the test means you won't
be considered for employment.
And that's one hell of a price
to pay.

·WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.

(800) 388-7970

(407} 898-9656

II

80486-25 MHz

• 80486-25 MHz
CPU (8K Cache)
·4 MB Membry
Expands to 32
• 1.2 MB Disk
Drive
• 1.44 MB Disk
Drive
•120 MB Hard
Drive
• 1024X768 1 MB
Video Card
·SVGA Color
Monitor .28 dp

•80386-25 MHz
CPU
•2 MB Memory
Expands to 32
•1.2 MB Disk
TECHNOLOGY
'Drive
• l.44 MB Disk
Drive
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM '
·80
MB Hard
SPECIALISTS
Drive
DIRECT TO THE EDUCATIONAL • 800X600 256K
MA.~KET
Video Card
·SVGA Color
, 80286-12 MHz ·
Monitor .28 dp

·$2995·

• 80286-12 MHz CPU
• 1 MB Memory Expands to 4 MB
80386SX-16 MHz • 1.2 MB Disk Drive
• 40 MB Hard Drive
• 80386SX-16
• 800X600 256K Video Card
MHz CPU
•VGA Color Monitor .51 dp
·1 Ma Memory
·$995·
Expands to 4
• 1.2 MB Disk
·UPGRADES:
Drive
2 MB Total Memory +SlOO
• 1.44 MB Disk
4 MB Total .Memory +$200
Drive
80 MB Hard Drive + $150
·80 MB Hard
VGA Color Monitor .39 dp + $75
Drive
• 800X600 256K
LOWEST GOLDSTAR PRICES!
Video Card
·VGA Color
1460 Color 14" 1024X768
$345
Monitor .39 dp
1450 Color 14" 800X600
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·$1450·
•UPGRADE& .
2 MB Memory +$100
4 MB Memory + $200
SVGA Color Monitor
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1420 Color 14" EGA
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$99

Visa; MasterCard or COD accepted for shipment. Full one-year warranty on parts
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Orlando area. Fourteen day money back guarantee. Call for other configurations.
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21 students along with interns
and works on everything to produce a festival.
FROM PAGE 1
"It" gives them hands-on expe"They are the first group to rience with what it takes to propromote the Shakespeare Fes- duce something, such as a
tival besides the drama depart- festival, while working along with
ment," Omans said.
professionals," McCully said.
But the international students
The festival started out as
are not the only ones at UCF who 10 performances last year. It
are involved with the festival. has developed into a full proMany ·students other than the- duction involving The Royal
ater majors are involved, includ- Shakespeare Company from
ing public relations, marketing Stratford-upon-Avon, England,
and communication majors.
in 27 performances of
The Orlando Shakespeare "MacBeth" and ''Twelfth Night"
Festival, an affiliate ofUCF, is from March 20 to April ~1.
under the artistic direction of _ "It will depend on how well
Omans, a professor at UCF who the student body responds,"
teaches an honors course on said Omans, on whether the
Shakespeare. Omans takes his UCF night will be annual.

SHAKESPEARE

•

•

•

·GREENPEACE
FROM PAGE4

.... .

•

now-level radioactive waste]
down the drain."
He observed how President
Bush recently called the idea
of solar energy as "too radical." McConnell agreed that
"solar is a radical idea for an
oil man."
Although McConnell's personal interest is.nuclear disarmament, he spent much of the
evening on environmental problems facing Florida
He pointed out that there are
now 11 waste incinerators in the

state which emit toxins, dioxins
and heavy metals.
'These heavy metals don't go
away," he said. ~ey're passed
through the food chain.
"From ·the St. John's River
to the Everglades, Florida's
water supply is being threatened," he said.
"I wouldn't eat any shellfish
unless I knew where it came
from," McConnell added, citing
the fact that 75 percent of the
shellfish coming from Florida's"
Gulf area is deemed unfit for
consumption. To emphasize
this, he related how a Florida
panther was found dead from
Mercury poisoning.

1111111\li'llllllllfI
•

Steve Miller, a 1979 UCF marketing graduate, looks at the Alumni Plaza in front of the Aoministration
Building. He said he is thinking of returning to UCF to attend graduate school.
-

.

cessful with the BYOB
plan, he said.
FROM PAGE 1
l:AE President Chris
Laus said partygoers bring
program down a · lot," their own beer to the bar.
Baldwin said.
The bartender stores the
President Jeff beer in large garbage cans
TKE
Morris said kegs were more filled with ice.
economical; however, he
The partygoers then resees some benefits to ceive drink ti~kets listing
BYOB.
the brand and number of
"Kegs slow down the flow - beers they brought.
of beer," he said. "There is
The bartender punches
always a long line."
the card each time someMason said ·he thinks one gets one of his or her
BYOB is an excellent idea. beers.
l:AEs have been v_ery su.c- .
"It's w9rked really well

NO KEGS

for us," Laus said. "And it
saves a ton of money."
Laus said big parties require six or seven kegs at
$40 a piece. Now, that
money can go to the disc
jockey, Laus said.
"We are stressing the alcohol factor l ess," Laus
said. "The extra funds allow us to stress the party
more."
Brent Shaw of L\TL\ said
BYOB is the wave of the
future.
"Everybody is sue-happy
these days," Shaw said.

$500 REBATE
OR 7.9% A.P.R.
TO QUALIAED
BUYERS
MON· THURS 8:30-9:00PM
FRI & SAT 8:30-6:00PM
SUN NOON-6:00PM

I

"

RETURNING ALUMNUS

$8,1.00'!!! ... -· ..,

- AFTER $500 FACTORY & FIRST TIME
BUYER REBATE..SALJ: PRICES STARTING
AS LOW AS

~D~ ToolbOH ~

"- 1-A
00~

•
TERM PAPERS TYPED

s1.2s/page*
- (double-spaced

.
•

ti corrected)

24-HOUR SERVICE
(or better!)

0
DOWN TO ·
a ·UALIFIED

E.P.A.
HWY 3~
CITY 29

BUYERS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tli~ WRiTE

I MAGE _ _ _ _ _ ____.

671--4649

fAx

678-47~{

ON DEAN Ro",w,
JUST NORTH OF

~~iu:5i:~s COME SEE US ON THE GREEN APRIL 23
SHOWN

2055 W. COLONIAL
(1 MILE WEST OF 1-4)
1-800-542-8471

841-4550

NO EQUITY
TIRED OF 72 OR 84 MONTH CONTRACTS? LET US SHOW YOU
HOW YOU CAN DRIVE A NEW
CAR EVERY 2 YEARS

ASK US ABOUT THE PLAN

COLONIAL

ASK ABOUT OUR

- (mGHWAY 50)

CONSTRUCTION SPECIALS

LARGE NEW
1, 2, AND 3

BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

Health fee can be
spent for new and
different testing : ·
During the past semester, you may have n'oticed a
difference at the Student Health Center.
No,-the health center hasn't moved or gotten any
bigger.
Actually, two things have changed at the health
center. There is good news and bad news. One good
thing is that a _majority of the students using the
center have appointm·ents.
You are probably thinking: "So what. What
difference does an appointment make?"
Having an appointment cuts the waiting time in
half, if not by more.
This means no more stories of hours waiting to
have your throat looked at only to find out it is a hair
ball from your cat. It will probably make the amount
of students lessen a bit because everyone with a sore
throat on campus won't make an appointment.
Another positive note about appointments is that
those who really have an emergency can get in
quicker as a result of not having to take a number
when they come in.
The bad news is what the health fee is good for.
No, it is not redeemable at"your local McBurgerBell.
.
·
The health fee is now used for the CHAMP test
and X-rays only.
The CHAMP test is nice if you want to be tested to
go on a program to lose weight or get into better
· shape. It would be nice to know what kind of shape
you are in.
It is probably good to have X-rays done, too. Many
people don't go into the health center with a need for
X-rays, but maybe that isn't important.
·
Of course, the testing for strep throat,
mononucleosis and other flu- or cold-related
items must have dropped in importance, but it
is doubtful.
One of the nicest qualities about the health center
was going in when you felt ill and having a really
inexpensive appointment then getting your
prescriptions and feeling good about the experience.
Relatively speaking, of course.
.
·
Now when one goes in aild has an appointment for
a sore throat, headache or upset stomach, he or she
must pay for all the little tests that have to be done.
It is fine that prices may have gone up for throat
cultures, but let's put the student health fee toward
those tests, too. Many of the students use the health
center for things that don't need the CHAMP test or
an X-ray.
So go make your appointment and get ready to pay
·
for your testing.
The health center is still less expensive than going
to an outside doctor and it provides excellent service.
Ifpeople ever thought otherwise, they were mistaken.
Perhaps if the administration realized that the
more basic testing would be more practical then
students could get their money's worth.
No one is·asking to get rid of using the health fee
for the CHAMP test or X-rays, let's just apply the fee '
more broadly.
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''A S(VEN-DAY WAlTit-J6 PER\OD _IS SIMPLY ...

NoT... POLIT1CAlLY .. · FEASIBL£ .. ·RIG~T'?''

Keeping the Red Zippo on top
American television, as usual, is leaping ahead
and falling behind in leaps and bounds, it would
seem. As a result, I decided to examine a few of the
more recent media events.

•••

In the "Gimme a Break" category, we have ...
"Get a Life"-A s~ow that could learn to practice its comedy, the show is very appealing over all.
what it preaches. I always believed that someone at
•••
Fox would wake up, scream in horror and cancel this
Finally, we have "The Cutting Edge ofTVBudgets."
show, so I never said anything.Instead; I have
"Star Trek: The Next Generation"-Definitely
beheld empires of comedy collapse into rubble while a candidate for the "Longest Name" and "Best Ooohs
this waste of space continues on in the same vain as and Ahhhs" for its special effects, Star Trek is also in
"Cop Rock." How Fox can afford to keep this tripe in the running for the "Longest Time Needed to Get a
a prime time spot is beyond me.·
· Move on" _award, as it has taken it four years to start
"Top of the Heap"-Truly a showforintellectuals, producing decent episodes.
Top of the Heap presents youi average human being
You can forget about the "The Most Notable
as a hormone driven set reflexes only interested in Character Award" as well; their only candidates are
coital activity. While it is true that many people a machine, a Klingon, and a security officer that only
devote much of their time to the pursuit of such possessed character after she died and became China
activities, I doubt that, aside from a few strung-out Phillips in the group Wilson Phillips.
teenagers, whose entire character is made up of a
"The Flash"-The victor in the "Best Super Hero
brief sexual impulse back in 1984.
Adaptation" category, the Flash comes complete with
•••
a nifty outfit. and funky music by Danny "the
Next, we have the "CBS Monday Night Powerhouse Elfmiester" Elfman himself. The Flash's only
Comedy Line·-Up."
competition, Superboy and Super Force, are just so
"Murphy Brown"-Perhaps the most colorful super they manage to knock themselves out of the
comedy on TV, Murphy Brown has w~athered the runningvia_their Superstinky Acting and Supertacky
seasons ,with a style and grace that is superb. The Special Effects.
highly competitive setting and the slightly neurotic
The Flash faces a greater threat, however, because
characters allow a bizarre look into corporate America. Star Trek has it beat hands down for the eight o'clock
"Designing Women"-Another long-lived, yet time slot on Saturdays be~ause Star Trek's rating~
high quality, comedy presenting both the rational are over twice as high as the Flash's. You Flash fans
and irrational temperament of the Southern Belle. had better get moving if you want to keep the ~ed
While its socially conscious episodes so:µietimes hinder Zippo on top.

Blessed are the manipulators
' Yo Jesus, Yo Jesus, Yo Jesus, Yo!
On the level of local folk-rap phenomenon,
Harmonica-T, ''Word to your mother," for all you cats
who are interested in a piously-rich . salary ·with
political benefits and box-seat reservations into the
afterlife, I'm telling ya', TeleVision Evangelism is
where it's at.
A few days ago, I found myself watching "L~rry
King Live" for no particular reason. When Larry
announced that his guest would be Pat Robertson.
Well before his verbal exchange with Larry King, .
I deter.mined that Pat was a weird mixture of Jim
Jones (religiosity/manipulation), Ivan Boe_sky (thief),
a "Wizard of Oz" flying monkey (whacked-out
countenance) and Charles Colson (political nastiness).
·
In his interview, Pat surprised no one.
He's still the moral barbarian I've always known
him to be. The observations I made about Robertson
are some that I have found all too evident in the
Christian religion. The word "Christian" means
follower of Christ.
When I reflect on the person that the Bible describes
as"Jesus," I seem to remember such traits as humility,
kindness, forgiveness and, by all means, non-violence.
"Word to your Mother," Pat Robertson is none of
these. Today's crop of televised evangelists have, to a
great extent, become advocates of violence, spewers
of egotism and pleaders of money. My God, they're

basically Republicans·!
In his "Larry King Liv_e" appearance, Pat reflected
on the Gulf War, the Palestinian/Israeli conflict, the
Constitution and, of course, Christianity. On the
topic of the Persian GulfWar, Robertson felt that Iraq
should rolled over and described the task as easy as
"a hot knife going through butter."
Pat claimed that the War was a victory "in the
name of Jesus." Folks of the religion, if I were a
Christian, I'd be ~'pig-biting mad" towards having a
mouth-piece as Robertson. Although Pat insisted
that he had no grudge against the Arabs, his attitude
was no different than Shamir's "we'll crush them like
insects" view of th e Palestinians.
The crux of the matter is hqnesty and congruency.I
don't see it in a lot of Christians. Too many will spew
their doggerel of redemption, yet most support the
death penalty, an aggressive military, a "do what you
want" police force and tolerate a filthy rich evangelist.
Where's the love, the "tum the other cheek" forgiveness
and the humility? "Word to your Mother," you'll have
better luck finding them in the Muslim religion.
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FLAST test coming to a government near you

•

For those of you concerned with the current state of
higher education, it may come as a comfort to know that
State Senator Jack Gordon is also concerned and ready
to take action. For those of us with an ounce of sense,
that translates into: Panic! He's at it again.
·
You have to understand, of course, that I am a firm
believer in the axiom that ifyou want to louse something
up, let the government run it.
Anyway, for those ofyou who can't connect the name
with prior performance, Sen. Gordon was the brains
behind the now famous Gordon Rule which requires a
minimumnumberofwords from college students taking
specified classes. Of course, the result of this fine piece
of legislation has been that faculty members, by law,
now have to keep reams of paper in file cabinets filled
with work from students who are more concerned with
meetingthe required number ofwords than they are in
conducting any valid research.
·
And this is the kind of thing Gordon looks on as an
..
improvement in the educational system.
The funny thing is, last year Gordon was distressed
by the fact thatstudents(andinstructors) were becoming
more concerned with meetingthe count than they were
in learning. Well, when you require people to sit there
and count up one word after another, their priorities
are naturally going to shift. Likewise, when minimums
are set, they soon become limits.
At any rate, Gordon has come up with another

•
.

•
~·

•

.

brilliant idea that, should it pass, help make the ·

==================

~~~~:r!!fr~~~:~~ff~l •Jlf•

enamored).
The best suggestion I can offer is-Sen. Gordon, the
next idea you come up with concerning the school
systems, why don't you keep it to yourself?
At any rate, that's not what this piece wishes to
address. I come to test Gordon, not to bury him.
After careful analysis and much deliberation, I have
arrived at a means by which we can auspiciously and
quantitatively gradate the degree of competence of
each of our state's public officials and to survey at what
-degree they discharge their duties.
Meaning that since politicians love inflicting surveys,
studies and tests along with their usual collection of
ridiculous rules, I think it's time to test the testers. Let's
make them test subjects.
Or is that testees?
.
I hereby propose that the State of Florida inaugurate
the Florida Legislative Accountability Skills Test
(Fl.AST) and require all state representatives to take
it.
Like the CI.AST (that wonderful waste of students' ·
time and taxpayers' money), what the ~LAST would do

is help us determine how well our state's representatives
are doing in their chosen avocation.
The test would consist of multiple parts, with each
section testing the Florida politicians in areas such as:
•economics
• ethics (impossible to teach a lawyer)
·•logic
•political science (isn't that an oxymoron?)
• college algebra
College algebra?
Well, why not? After all, we're supposed to know it.
Why shouldn't they? Whaddya' think, folks? For years
we've heen paying these people to sit aroun and concoct
schemes that make every hardened cynic feel justified.
I believe it is time to turn the tables and inflict the same
stupidity on our state representatives as they have on us. .
If you agree·, clip this piece and mail it to your
favorite idiot in the house or senate, with the suggestion
that he or she is more likely to get your next vote by
proposing the aforementioned and sponsoring it as a
bill .

Ol'I AND OFF CAMPUS

Elton Bracey
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THE WRITE STUFF Professional Typing
Papers, Graphs, charts, resumes, very reasonable rates, 297-3545

Hispanic Students!
HASA meeting today Thursday 18
3-4 SOL note lo pierdas.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Thanks to everyone who came out to the party
Sat. Thanks to KappaAlpha Psi cookout was
very cool ~A special thanks to the ladies of l!.M
for letting us use your house for our founders ·
day . Get ready for an awesome banquet
tomorrow. Final ritual this Sunday at 6:00.
Softball today vs. IAE at 6:00.
Sigma Chi
Congratulations to the Sigs who boxed in
Greek Gloves, and once again we brought
home the first place trophy. Also, congrats to
the DC team I softball· team for winning the
!lM's Frats at Bats. Todd and Mike get well
soon. Like always, Si gs know victory I II) HOC
Phi Delta Theta
Delta Gamma, Delta Tau Delta, looking forward to our social at The Palace. Banquet on
_Saturday- time to style keep up the grades.
Hockey tonight, 4 and 7:20 pm D2BG I
Acacia
Key kids, check it out. Congrats to Spoon, our
new CAB Cinema Director. Leo's new nickname is nosebleed. Yes, we were robbed, but
there is always nextyear. From pledges: Hey
Bros, kidnapping week soon ...watch your
backs. From Bros: Pledges say it ain't so.
Word for the week ... extension. Hey everybody, study, most of you can still pass.
Acacia... no aftertaste.
Attention UCF Students
IAE Button Down Boxer Short Party is this
Saturday in the SCA. All students welcome
$2.00 and acanned good for charity. Hey Pike
softball, thanks for the practice 8-2. l:AE athletics are kicking butt. Good job E greek glove
fighters. Pledges-LEP is waiting tonight.
Zeta Tau Alpha
Heyl Senior roast was hysterical II Thanks
Amy & Chris! Everyone better start studying
for those finals! The last meeting is the 21st.
Don't forget to wear red, white, and blue! ZT A
#1.

Delta Delta Delta
Congratulations to DC, winners of our first
annual Frats at Bat. Also Ma wishes Todd
Marsh a quick recovery. Thanks to all teams '
for making our service project a success. Beth
Ann, you did awesome. You've got the right
one baby, Tri-Deltl
Pl Kappa Alpha
Congratulations to Ma on a successful toum.
Softball Fri . (Pike vs :EX 5pm) (IlKA II at 4)1
Composite pictures Fri. 6- 7:30 at house
(LAST CHANCE) II Parents Day Sat.II Brothers retreat Sunday following 3-3 hoops tourney. (see Scott Poore) II Congrats to Tubby on
Brother of the Weeki! Also, congrats to Chris
V. for a moving acceptance speech Sat.II CYal
Delta Sigma Pi
Knock-Knock who's there? No one-Aren't
you glad? Wanted: one PR chairman to fill
position. Must be creative and be able to put
it in twice a week. Elections Wedn~sday.
Kappa Sigma
Hey Pledges, you have only two days til INITIATION! lniitation party should be a blastl
Congrats to Dan, Scott, Paul, Jay, and Hunter
on your new E.C. positions. All you bros,
buckle down and hit them books. let's finish
the semester out right and come baCk to a
fresh fall. Don't forget, get a date for anniversary I

UCF Environmental Society
EARTH DAVI United nations speaker
Michael Geoghegan on Politics of the Environment Thur Apr 18 7:30 pm SCA FREE
concert Apr 19 Fri 8pm-1am SAC Expo on
Green Apr 22 Mon 10am-3pm

Two MtF NS to share 3br/2b house 2 min from
UCF. Wash/Dryer cable $250+ 1/3 util Call
Russ 249-1198
Roommate needed
Female NIS to share house with young prof
female. Includes WIO, microwave, etc. $285
365-1457

M'F to share 2br/11/2ba house 10 miles from
UCF $200/mo + 112 util. & phone. No deposit,
quiet. Call John 365-3420
M'F roommate needed to share 2 bdrm apt.
$220/mo + 1/2 utilities. Move in beg. of May.
Call Mario 381-5543
·
Roommate wanted share room and bath nice
apt 2 min form UCF $115 + 1/3 utilities 2827444 Sue 24 hrs

JOIN THE UCF BRIDGE CLUB
Beginners to experts invited
Tues. April 23, 12 noon room 211 SC
Call Dr. Stem Ext 2076 for more info

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628

Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Call

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Word Proc/Typing by professional. Reports,
resumes, transcription editing accuracy paramount Call 295-8457

Apartment to sublet for summer 2br/2ba Sun
Key Apartments. Avail May 1. 679-3780

Graphic Artist wanted part-time. Good illustration skills and paste-up production experience desired. Phone 629-6010 ext. 220.

Typing/Word processing Fast, accurate +
convenient Call from 8am-9pm leave message 281-1654 $1 page

Various 2 bedroom apartments for rent. Walking distance. $400-$450 move in specials.
Call 872-0373

Part-time Work, 10-15 hours per week, very
rewarding, business opp, Call:1-900-6544040 Ext. 82 $2/min adults

$440 for 2Bt2B with washer/dryer. Very dose
to UCF. Call 365-3425.

avallabl~

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF Please ask
abol,,!t our move-in special 282-5657

Very clean 2bd 2ba wash/dryer $435 mo. 1/4
mi from UCF Alafaya Wds. Ct. Call 788-2180

Need a female roommate to move In anytime
after May 1st. Own room, share bath. Right
·across st. from UCF $155 rent & 113 utilities.
Call 273-8744.

Part ,time: Order selectors 856-D909 5-th
$6.50-7.00 plhr Circuit City Dist.
1001 Tradeport Dr.
SUMMER WORK
Have fun ~hile earning
$1850 per month ava.
college credit available
14 HIRING DAYS REMAINING
Call: 382-2900
Leave: name, major, phone number

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers easy time payment plans. Jostens I There is a difference;
look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes
Airpl~e ticket to Dallas/Ft Worth one way,
valid any date, only $175 pone 381-0610.
leave message

REWARD! REWARDI Lost burgandy sunglass unique design. Call 293-3501

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300
Need ride from Cocoa/BCC area to UCF/Orl.
summer term A MWF Classes from from 9-4
$10 a week. Please call Bob 632-4343 leave
message

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

Waterbed queen woodframe $50 282-7444
Roommate wanted own room and bath
across street from UCF nice apt new bldg
.$230 month + 1/2 utilities 282-7444 Sue 24
hrs
2MIF to share apt. 6 miles from UCF large
master $215/mo other room $189/mo 113 util.
overlooks lake, No geeks Call 657-9837Leave message
Roommate needed $147.50/mo + 1/4 utilities
N/S Heather Alen 678-9297
Female roommate, private room $160, 1 mile
from UCF, 277-7328
loaded house 2 min from UCF on Univ Blvd.
Christian roommate needed. 3bd/ 2 1/2 ba,
pool, cable, billiards, fireplace, wash/dryer,
garage. $250+1/3 utilities. Call Howard at
679-7645.
NS/M mature roommate needed to share 2bd/
1.5ba apt(2F} behind Koger Exec. Cntr.
across from Fashion Sq. Mal $250+1/2 util.
Pref. 12mo from 511 Call 823-8721
Male NS for new 212 apt near UCF Own br/ba
June move in 578·4426
Roommate wanted bad! Sussex Place pets
OK, smoke OK, 5 min from campus no lease,
no deposits, jacuzzi, pool $275/mo move in
May 1 Scott, 380-1181
Female/NS needed to share new 4br/2bath
home Alafaya Woods. Priv. Bath, W/D,
$260+1/4 utilities+ deposit. Call Diana 3666676

SANYO am/fm stereo with turntable and dual
cassette. $250 or best offer. Call 629-4747

TOY AND MODEL TRAINS: RAILROADlANIA
Prof Hartman ENGR 247 or 823-2317

· Condo large 1 bdrm Casselberry. like new.
Access to lake. Extras. Why pay rent!
$32,000. 671-8434

looking 4 female psych/soc/phi major to
match-up with for summer dorm assignment.
382-6906 after 9pm.
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
You can be one of the crowd, or one of the
best. A college ring sets you apart from the
crowd . Jostens! Thereisadifference;lookfor
it! It's Academic in the Universify Shoppes.

Brown wood frame couch & chair $60 dbl bed
$50 good cond 679-5505
ATIENTION SORORITY SISTERS!
Dresses & gowns for sale
Sizes 4-5
Just in time for formals
Call anytime 339-4285
Single bed-including frame-for sale.
brand new $50. Cail Traci 381-5376

Like

RESUMES-Typeset only $14/pg. FREE
grammar/spell check. Fast service 2 mi from
UCF Fax or phone Characters Typesetting at
657~8830

Protect yourself against violence with keychain protection spray. Send $19.95 + $1.50
P+H to land & Sea P.O. Box679138 Orlando
Florida 32867
YARD SALE YARD SALE
Saturday, 10-4, 136 America Street, Orlando
(downtown/Lake Lucerne) Housewares, good
stuff, good parking
MOVING SALE - Washer/Dryer $425, complete queen warterbed $100, RCA 21 inch wt
remote $200, bookcases, some furniture,
kitchen items and more. All IN TOP CONDlTION-671-3513

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that always uses full cut
diamonds or cubic zirconias in their fashion
rings. Jostens I There is a difference; look for
itl It's Academic in the University Shoppes.
YOU'VE EARNED THAT ·TRIP ABROAD
THIS SUMMERI Don't leave without an International Hostel Membership I American Youth
Hostels now sells Eurail, Studenf'IDs, travel
books, more. Ask about our Budget Travel
Workshops. 649-8761

NS/F to share 3/2 place $100 deposit $190
mth + 113 utilities. Needed before 5/2 pool
washer & dryer 50 & Alafaya 275-9842

JOIN US ON THE GREEN FOR
THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
CAR SHOW
APRIL 23RD 10 AM·2 PM
WUCF RADIO STATION-LIVE BANDSFOOD AND DRINKS
DELAERS: COGGIN O'STEEN HONDA
NORMAN BROTHERS NISSAN
MCNAMARA PONIAC
LINCOLN MECURY FORD

EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT

Waterbed, sofa set, coffee table, dining set,
lamp, radar detector. Must sell now. Very
cheap. 249-2680

(

FINS wanted prv master bed/bath $215/mo
close to UCF call 366-3104
·

Furnished room with private bathroom WIO
across form UCF Cambridge Circle $300 a
month everything included. Aval Iable May 1st
C~I 382-2898 or 277-9010

Mountains, islands, waterfalls, camp fires and
morel Male seeks female to share New
Engl~d's best during July or August. Minimum of two weeks but one month preferable.
Companion was transferred, but the trip is still
on. Itinerary flexible. If you are adventurous,
attractive and able to cover your personal
expenses l';d like to meet you. Please·telephone mornings 677-7508

1rs ACADEMIC

Summer roommate needed, Fox Hunt lanes
Own room/bath. Call Peter, 275-6343

FREE RENT and free utilities, incl. phone &
HBO, plus free washer/dryer at poll home, In
exchange for your "Gal Friday• clerical skills
and stuff envelopes. Leave message: 2757355
A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538

Dr. Mary Danz will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring in
industrial engineering but were afraid to ask!
Call him for info at 823-2204

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
1982 Toyota Carolla SR5 A/C Exel. $995 6791103
Toyota Tercel '86, 5speed, hatch, am/fm cassette, new battery, runs like new, must sell,
$3000, 365-4856
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from $100.
Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805-962-8000 Ext. S4628

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service avallable. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5:0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Protesslonal*Accurate
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045
Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recor~er

AMERICA
NEEDS
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
services, expand manufacturing capabilities
and increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. CalWisit
Dr. Mary Danz at 823-2204 for more info.
Brett & Barbie, why don't you two come o a
double date with me and Fred tonight for
Psycho. Reminds me of my last boyfriend!
Bunnie_

"

. We helped
Walt make a
name for
himself.
Walt took a seriuous £aµ as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us. \tVaH. is
making his mark as a succescfui finai1ciai consultant.
Give the power to oyefco:rr.e. Give to Easter Seals.
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.· -Graduating??? · ·
J

Buy Now and Save Up to (±CF1h
You Have Until
May zothto Purchase
at the Student
Discounted Price!!!....~

Macintosh Classic

Apple StyleWriter

We, at the UCF Computei: Store, would like to wish all soon-to-be spring graduates Congratulation! Now, as you
prepare for life after college, we'd like to remind you to get the tools you'll heed to be successful.
After graduation, ybu '11 have two weeks to purchase computers at the student
discounted price, but after that,it's back to retail.
Don't miss out on your last chance to buy a Macintosh at 40% off retail. After all, with Apple,
you'll get The Power to be your best®.

The Power to~ yoor &:s=®

~

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Pick up appointed position applications at
Student Government for the following positions:
· •
•
•
_•

Chief of Staff
Director of Vice-Pres. Affairs
Comptroller
Judicial Ad visor ·
Attorney General

Mu~t

be available to work during the .Summer

Appl!Cations due Tuesday, ·April 23rd@ 5:00 pm
For more information call Student Government at 823-2191 or stop by the offices in SC 155.

•
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I
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•

•

Time is running out!
Hurry, while you can still save up to 40 % on the
full line of PS/2' s

'

•

The UCF Computer Store is located in CCII Rm 105.
Open Monday and Tuesday 9:00-7:00
Wednesday thru Friday 9:00-4:00
Come in and see our line of PS/2's
or call Vicki at 823'-5226

~.

1l
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MOVE
FROM PAGE 16

"Actua1ly being thrown out
of the ring? I rest my case," he
said.
He said that boxer could
ha'le suffered a broken neck
and said.the event could set a
new UCF standard for
litigation.
"I'm sure the ADA
Diabetes
[American
Association] would not want a
quadriplegic's life on their
back," he said.
Langdon said he had taken
a lot of heat from urinamed
individuals over his stance.
"Hey, I'm just a doctor," he
said. "What do I know? I've
taken
care
of
only
quadriplegics for years."
"What it stemmed from is
John Langdon's letter on the
dangers of boxing," said Greg
Mason, UCF Greek Affairs ·
·coordinator.
Tubbs said Housing
Director Chris McCray will
chair the committee.
Some of the other members
will be UCF attorney Ashmun
Brown,
Mason
and
representatives ofLambda Chi
Alpha and the USA Amateu:r
Boxing Association.

Tubbs said Langdon will not
be on the committee, but that
Langdon's philosophy will be
there via his letter.
"I'm OlJ.t ofit," Langdon said.
"I've said my piece."
Representatives of Lambda
Chi Alpha said they did not
know the problems. would
arise.
"We obtained written
permission to use the gym [for
the competition]," said Tim
Randolph, who ran the event
for Lambda Chi Alpha. "The
gym was basically free."
He said it would have cost
LambdaChiAlphaabout$200
to use the gym.
He said the fraternity,
assuming everything was
OK, paid for fighter
registration and reserving
the boxing ring.
Randolph said the first sign
that all was net as it seemed
came during spring break,
about three weeks before the
event's scheduled date.
"We came back the
Thursday of spring·break and
we had a notice to see Greg
Mason," he said.
- Randolph said he and
Lambda Chi Alpha President_
JasonLazarusmetwithMason
on March 22.

f

i

•

.

Jim FerguaorvCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dr. John L~ngdon, health center director, used this incident of a contestant being thrown out of the ring
as an example of the dang~rs of the boxing competition.

Randolph said at Mason's
request, a detailed letter
describing the event was
tumedinMarch26, alongwith
a copy of a letter from Lambda
Chi Alpha's national office
approving the event.
"Ash Brown wrote a letter
saying that he couldn't

disagree with anything
[Langdon] said," Mason said,
adding that Brown suggested
that the competition be
terminated.
Randolphsaidhereceiveda
letter from Tubbs on March 29
stating that Greek Gloves
would be canceled on ~eadvice ·

of Brown.
Mason said Greek Gloves is ....
different from professional
boxing, which he called very
dangerous.
Langdon said boxing •
matches are won or lost by the
number of blows a contestant
lands on his opponent.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MONEY
FROM PAGE 16

rDrinking and driVTn:!blic!~:~uoc~!!!is~rat!!!!~~n~~.~~~

was
non-Greeks
[not
attending]," he said.
! - - - - -Randolph said because the
event had to be moved on short
notice, the organizers only had
a week to advertise the ·event.
Although
several
fraternities with members
entered in Greek Gloves
attended the event, other
fraternities and non-affiliated
students were not observed
attending.
Randolph said other factors
cut into profits as well.
Part of the original deal was
that the building management .
would ·be able to sell beer to
help increase its profits.
"We decided it would not be
a good idea to have beer,"
Randolph said.
He said Lambda Chi Alpha
re-negotiated the contract so
beer would not be sold. In
exchange, the Sports Club
received $1 from each ticket
sold.

I

- - - --

-

- - - - - - - - - --

'That's plenty of time to study or
recharge. And I make plenty too ...
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day. UPS knows students
value time as much as money.

Applicants are being co·nsideredr
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information ·about
UPS, see you·r school's career
development or job placement
. center. UPS is an equal opportunity
emplo'yer.

ACADEMY
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTION
·SURVIVAL/ ADULT
•ACADEMIC
·TOEFL SKILLS
·MORNING, AFTERNOON &
EVENING CLASSES
•12·30 HOURS WEEKLY

PO BOX 940793

.

(407) 2s3.n2s

~

'

I

..

'At UPS, most students work in Operations and som·e in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, I. S. and Customer
Service. So if you don't do weekends, do
contact UPS."

N1rlEIIU:~:!A1rlICf»NAIL

MAITLAND, FL 32794-0793

- - - -- - - - - - - --

"Because working part-time at
UPS ... I don't have to. They have
five-day schedules that leave your
weekends free. Work morning or
night' hours that work around
your class schedule. And get
paid holidays and vacations.

Recycle

PLEASANT AND WHOLESOME
ATMOSPHERE
-CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
CONTACT WITH AMERICAN
FAMILIES
-ASSISTANCE WITH
,
PERSONAL NEEDS
AFFORDABLE TUITION FEE
-SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
IMMIGRATION ASSISTANCE
·FOR MORE INFO WRITE OR CALL:

- -- - - - ' - --

~ M/F

..
•

I
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I
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

ups:DI UVER!&E _UDATIDI'

•

•

.,
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Questi.ons for Graduating Seniors
•

•
•

•
,

Question: Where can I go to get business training in
order to help me enter the job market? I am a nonbusiness major!
Question: .. How do I start t,he job search process?
not really sure what I want to do!

I'm

Question: How ·can I improve my resume and how can
I come across better on interviews? · I'm not getting
any offers!
Question: Can you really use the computer to assist you
in making · business decisions? I thought it was
mainly for word processing, spreadsheets, and
games!
Question: What am I going to do? I can't find a job!
The answer to these and many similar questions may be
for you to Step Ahead with the

Business Training Program
Question: What's the Business Training Program?
Answer: Call University of Central Florida, Center for
Executive Development in Orlando at (407)823-2446 and
find out!
....

CURRY
FROM PAGE 16

They've told us again and again
that they'll get us in one but it's
not in the athletic budget."
The women's team joined the
American South Conference
this year, but the men's team
remains independent.
Burdell has now turned into
one of Curry's No. 1 fans, even
going so far tc;> say that he has
the potential to play
professionally.
"lfhe had it in his heart and
in his mind, I think he could,"
Burdell said. "I think he's a
great player when he's on.

When he's .... , fid · nt he ean
holdhisown with anybody. He's
got great strokes and he's a
great serve and volleyer."
Yet Curry's greatest
successes may not come on the
court but in the field of electrical
engineering.
"He's one of the most
talented I've ever coached. It
just comes so natural to him,"
Burdell said. "He's a smart guy
and he's got a great future."
In the meantime, Curry will
continue to bring home victories
for the UCF men's tennis team,
a challenge that pales in
comparison to the one he faced ·
in being able to play for UCF.

STETSON

balls I hit," Mottola said. "At
that point with the bases
loaded, though, I just wanted
Stetson's lead to three, 7-4.
to make contact."
Stetson's reliefpitcher Kevin
Martinez was walked,
Jones struck out -Damian scoring Gregg Castaldo, but
Torino to begin the bottom of Angulo grounded out to end .
the eighth. But he walked the the rally.
next two batters. Jones was
UCF was· unable to tie up
replaced by designated hitter the score in the ninth as Brett
Tom Taylor.
Barker hit into~ daub le play to
"Sometimes those walks end the game.
work against you. You need an
Notes: Starting catcher Chip
extra base hit," Bergman said. Hummel left the game in the
Lynch laid down a sacrifice firstinningafter~inghitbelow
bunt, and Taylor walked the right eye by a throw to the
Josephina to load the bases plate from shortstop Castaldo
with two outs.
and was replaced by Torino.
Mottola fell behind two
The Knights completed a
strikes but worked the count home-and-home series against
full. He fouled off eight pitches Stetson on Wednesday night.
before grounding to the Stetson's victory snapped a
shortstop, Wes Weger.Weger' s seven-game losing streak. UCF
throw to first was high, and the resumes conference play this
first baseman couldn't make weekend with three games on
the tag as a run scored.
the road against Louisiana
"I couldn't believe all the foul Tech.
FROM PAGE 16
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ORI VI NG
FOR

succ&ss
NO MONEY DOWN $108.00 PER MONTH*

Congratulations 1991 College Graduate! At Coggin Osteen Honda
we want you to get the best possible start in the
business world.
Just for you we've'developed "The Graduate. Lease
Program." This program allows you to lease a new 1991 automobile
with no money down ..Just bring us your diploma and if you meet
our other program criteria, we'll help you drive away in a sporty new ·
. ·car.*

· 8574 S. ORANGE 'BLOSSOM TRAIL, 851-9118-

f

EASY APPROVAL, EASY PAYMENTS.
*60 MONTH CLOSE END LEASE PLUS MONTHLY SALES TAX WITH APPROVED CREDIT. FOR
THE RRST 12 MONTHS. REMAINING PAYMENTS INC~EASE $50.00 PER MONTH 13·60. ARST
MONTHS PAYMENT' PLUS REFUNDABLE SECURITY DEPOSIT & TAG DUE ON DELIVERY.
MONTHLY PAYMENTS DUE EVERY 30 DA VS THERAFTER. EXCESS MILEAGE CHARGE OF UP
TO 15¢ PER MILE OVER 15,000 PER YEAR AND ANY EXCESS WEAR AND TEAR COSTS MAY
APPLY AT END OF LEASE.

C::C> . LL~c;E

C::C>LL~GPE

Every issue examines the extraordinary side
of campus life. Read it Tuesdays in
The Central Florida Future.
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MOVING?
U-HAUL SAVES STUDENTS

N B~

hopefuls show
scouts their potential
·n college all-star game
by.._Glenn Carrasquillo

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

Save up to 77 percent off the cost of moving your stuff
with the U-Haul College Connection. Pocket some real
savings and you'll get your summer off to a great start.
If you're going from Florida to anywhere in New York
City, Norfolk, Philadelphia and New Jersey, save up to
77 percent on a truck or a trailer... and move everything
in one easy trip.

FROM TO

LARGE

TRUCKS*
NY REGJNOW S?.-1e

TRAILERS
cl. rental bi1chJ

\\

was the winner of the slamFL City 5¢f199@ 0~\'J · 529
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
dunk contest and also runnerup of the 3-point shootout.
FL
TheOrlandoAll-StarClassic
He played in Division II at
ended this weekend in the Slippery Rock University: The
Orlando Arena and gave top . Classic provided NBA scouts
college basketball players one the opportunity to watch
last chance to show their stuff Brown match up against the
before the NBA draft in June. best guards in Division I.
The weekend's action saw
"This was a great .
36 of the top college players opportunityformy~elftoprove
divided into four teams that I could play with the best in the
went head-to-head in front of country," Brown said.
spectators consisting mostly of "Although I didn't score that
This spedal offer on rental trucks
NBA scouts and media.
much, I think I proved I could
and trailers is good through
LaBradford Smith of handle the competition and
June 21, 1991. ·
Louisville, Pete Chilcutt of boosted my stock in the NBA."
North Carolina, Treg Lee of
Last year's slam-dunk
Ohio State, Chris Corchiani of winn~r was Dee Brown, who
NorthCarolinaStateandMark played college ball at
Randall of Kansas were a few Jacksonville and now plays for
I
of the more recognizable the Boston Celtics. His
players that are hoping their performance in the Classic
Our UCF
play will boost their stock for greatly improved his stock in
the NBA draft.
thedraftlastyearwhenhewas
Good Knight Offer!
"Ithinkthisisagreatchance picked in the first round.
for players to show what they
UCF Assistan.t ·Coach 'Tim
$1.0·Check-up includes:
cando,"Chilcuttsaid. "I wanted .Thomas said UCF fans and
•Initial Exam• 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
to show I could score and alumni have asked if center
rebound against this calibre of · Ken Leeks would be invited to
Offer good with Valid UCF 1.0. Only .
players."
the tournament next year.
Expires 5/3/91
Chilcutt, a 6-foot-10-inch
Leeks is considered a long
Good on initi~I visit only
center, proved he could bang-.. , shotfortheNBAbutmaygeta
with the best when he tied the shot at an invitation to the
1
Classic record with 21 rebounds Classic.
'
''He would have to have a good
in one game. In Chilcutt's case,
11780 E. Colonial Dr.
the Classic provided a scenario senioryear,"UCFCoachJoeDean
*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
to play away from the said. ''He has to improve on his
PAYMENT HAS A RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
Orlando, FL 32817
ORBE REIMBURSEDFORPAYMENTFORANYOTHERSERVICE,
controlled game style that defense. Wealreadyknowhecan
EXAMINATICN CR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
Alafa\'8 Village Shopping Center
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
North Carolina plays under score inside."
''I ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR RECoach Dean Smith.
This year, only one player,
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
11 CUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
"It was a more wide open SW Louisiana's Kevin Brooks,
type of game. It was a lot of fun was invited to the Classic from
to play in," Chilcutt added.
the
American
South
Myron Brown, a 6-2 guard, Conference.

I
I

UCF TEAM DENTIST

..

282-2101

·Now Buying-.B.a ck
·Used Text Books

•

/

FROM APRIL 18th TO MAY 4th

+

American Red Cross

REGISTER TO WIN A
FREE T.V.

11 :00 A.M.

"·

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

11

SOL

1.ostpb 's
Qtatbol tt Qtbuftb
i) t.

1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass:.

~:00

Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

P.M.

University Blvd..& Alafaya Trail

658-4612

l.. ·

.,
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Yolanda Rhodes takes 3rd place
in triple jump, long "jump at ·FCCJ
by Gregory Eyma

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF track and field team competed in one
ofits final three meets for the season Saturday at
the FCCJ Run for the Stars meet in Jacksonville.
In one of the smaller meets in which the
Knights have participated this season,
Jacksonvilleprovidedapreviewofthingstocome
in the ASC Championships in May.
'We have two mor~ meets this year," UCF
track Coach Francisco Castro said. 'We are still
looking to see what the relay team [Ray Irvin,
Steve Jones, Drumeco Lauriston and Robin
Holmes] does at Gainesville and the ASCs." ·
ln the sprints, Drumeco Lauriston finished
sixth in the 100-meter final. Robin Holmes ran
the 200-meter race in 23.3 seconds to finish
fourth in his heat. Lauriston, Holmes, Grego

•

•

Hudak and Dan Rubens finished the 4xl 00meter relay in 44.3.
Despite injuries, hurdJer-jumper Jan Fosso
managed to run the fastest leg of the 4x400meter relay team in 53.0.
Lauriston returned to win the long jump in his
section with a jump of 22-feet, 10-inches. Fosso
finished with a leap of21-7.
In the women's competition, Yolanda Rhodes
placed in the top three in the triple jump (31-6)
and the long jump (16-4). Sprinter Frances
Haddock took third in the 100-meter (13.8) and
fourth in the 200-meter.
Distance runner Peter Fournier ran a pair. of
near-personal record times in the800-meter(2:02,
good for fourth place) and 1,500-meter (4:14).
TeammateJoeD'Abatecameinbehindhimin
the 1,500-meter with 4:24, and Bobby Stevens
finished in 2:07. .

Baseball Standings
Conference

Overall
w
Pct
L
Pct
28----"'-~-_..:...;;~
13
.683
_SW_L_ou_is_ia_n_a_ _ _9_ _ _
3_ _.750
___
__::_
.667
UTPA
8
4
32
18
.640
Lamar
s
3
.625
16
22
.421
Louisiana Tech
5
3
.625
24
16
.600
-UC-F------- - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
.444
33
16
5
.673
.333
18
22
.450
_Ne_w_O_r_le_a_ns_ _ _3_ _ _
6 _ _...--___________
·21
.083
9
.300
Arkansas S~ate
11

W

L
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(In the Goodings Shopping Center)

I
I
I
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7538 University Blvd.
Winter Park

I

Shop Hours:
Mon.-Fri. g am-9 pm
Sat. 9 am- 7 pm
Sun. 11 am-5pm

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

I

I

:I
Quality & Value
/s Our Style!

UCF

Stetson

Stetson 7, UCF 6

600000100-1122
002000220- 663

_mel,Torjno (1). Hitters-Stetson: Taylor24,Weger3-5.UCF : Martinez2-3,2b,4RBI,

Saturday- UCF at La. Tech (dh). 4 p.m.
Su~day - UCF at La. Tech, 7 p.m.
Tuesday - UCF vs. Stetson, 7 p.m.
4127 - UCF vs. New Orleans (dh), 1 p.m.
4/28 - UCF vs. New Orleans, 2 p.m.
514 - UCF vs. Lamar (dh), 3 p.m.
5/5 - UCF vs. Lamar, 1:30 p.m.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I
I
I
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SPECIAL

I

$39.95

=
I

LONG HAIR
. SPIRAL OR

~

I

r- - -PERM
---,

UCF STUDENTS & FACULTY GET $2
OFF REGULAR PRICE WITH l.D.

__

--------------------

I · Urshan(5-1),Jones(8),Taylor(7)(S)and
I Thomas. Heisler (5-5),, Huie (9) and Hum-

·I- SPECIAL
I
$29.95
I SHORT HAIR
I ZOTO'S ULTRAI BOND & MATRIX
. I EXPIRES 5/1/91

=
I
I

1I

REG $8
CHILD REG $6
EXPIRES 5;1;9 1
· PERM

r - - - - - ....

CALL OR STOP IN TODAY!

677. 7066

$5.50

/

I_
I
I RE~~Y~:: ~~~~ 1

We Use And Sell Nexxus,
Paul Mitchell, & Matrix

··············-~·-······-~------·
· • -~T ~c~A~RA ~~WE SELL EXCITEll,IEtt!'~

I

. mc11101o:!inT!!tl!'iB'
CALL NOW 849·0610.

Due to advertising deadlines availability subject to prior sale.

I.OW
PRICES!
LOW
PAYMENTS!

"'

.

NEW 1991 (;RAND AM LE
•'

..
(

.

The Beautiful Choice™

••··············~·················••
••
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FULLY

EQf?iJi>En

FULLY LOADED FROM
$9,999*/0NLY 198.32**
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
CALL NOW 849-0610
*INCLUDES REBATE & FIRST TIME BUYER ALLOWANCE OF $600 **48 MONTH
CLOSE-END LEASE Y/i.A.C. FIRST MONTH PAYMENT OF $198.32 AND $226
SECURITY DEPOSIT DUE AT INCEPTION. TOTAL PAYMENTS $9513.12TAX, TAG
AND TITLE EXTRA. 60,000 ALLOWANCE MILES .10 PER EACH ADDITIONAL
-MILE. PURCHASE OPTION 039.89
.
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Living at its best! Why not spoil yourself
and . enjoy the life you've always
deserved .. .at Sun Key Apartments.
Up To One ,Month Free
In Select Units

••
•.
••
•••
•••
••
••
••

.
:
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .
677-8884

You tru ly deserve the very best. Make the smart move to~
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As Seen in the CREATER ORLANDO APARTMENT GUIDE •
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Greek Gloves tries to avoid knockout
Health center director
reco~mends ending
boxing competition .

Move off campus hurts
profits for charity event
by Tom Kopacz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Tom Kopacz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In the wake of an administrator's
attempt to cancel Greek Gloves III, the
vice ·president of Student Affairs has
formed a task force to discuss the future
of the annual charity boxing
competition.
The vice president, Lee Tubbs,
formed the task force after Dr. John
Langdon, health center director, sent a
letter to Tubbs and several other
administrators saying the event was
dangerous.
_
'
Tubbs said the task force will look at
establishing guidelines for that tjpe of
event.
''The impetus was that we needed to
look at the rules and regulations
regulating that kind of activity, and of
course there weren't any," he said.
Tubbs said he thought having the
event on campus would be OK if
questions about safety and liability .

Phil Parries/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A task force is being organized to see if Greek Gloves, an annual charity event, should
be discontinued. Organizers had to move it off campus for the first time this year.
fraternity meID:_bers getting carried
could be met.
Veronica Livesay, executive away and injuring someone despite
assistant to Tubbs, said the task force · required safety equipment.
"The potential for things to get
would meet at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday
''My whole schtick on this is tliat I carried away is great," he said.
He noted that one contestant threw
think fundamentally it's a throwback
to a much less civilized era," Langdon his opponent out of the ring.
said.
see MOVE page 12
He said he was worried· about some
L

Profits and attendance for Greek
Gloves III dropped this year, the first •
time the event was held off campus.
Renting an off-campus facility cost
event organizer Lambda Chi Alpha
$2,800, which cut into profits.
Event chairman Tim Randolph said
the inter-fraternity boxing competition •
netted $1,200fortheAmerican Diabetes
Association.
Eleven hundred people attended the
event, which was held at the Orlando ~
Sports Club after administrators
decided against holding the event on
campus.
•
Randolph said last year the
association received $2,000 from
Lambda Chi Alpha, which organizes
the annual Greek Gloves competition. "'
He said 1,200 people watched last year's
boxing card.
"I think the main thing that killed us -.

see MONEY page 12

Difficult past forgotten,
Cufty leads men's tennis
by Jamie Johnson

on the team.
"Sometimes when I play, I don't look
like I'm trying," Curry said. ''The thing
Senior PatCm:ryisin the final month that made me mad about what
of his reign as the No. 1 player on the happened was that she waited so late to
UCF men's ~ennis team. For him, tell me what she was going to do."
Burdell said, ''The team was very
looking to the future is much easier
disorganized at that time, sort of like a
than remembering the past.
Curry is originally from Lancaster, motley crew type."
In order to keep himself in school,
Pa., but moved to Florida for his senior.
year of high school. When he was 14, Curry took a job as an intern at Martin
Marietta, which helped
his high school
his major in electrical
tennis coach, who
engineering but shut
was one of his "When he's confident,
down his tennis
teachers, persuaded
development for a year.
him to go out for the · he can hold his own
next
team.
with anybody. He's got season,The,
.Curry went
"I wish I had
started
playing great strokes, and he's back to Zeleznic and
Burdell and asked to
earlier because I a great serve and
come back to the team.
could have really
The two agreed to give
been a lot better," volleyer."
Curry said.
• Lori Burdell him his scholarship
back and Curry quickly
Curry
was
UCF tennis coach regained his position as
recruited by UCF
the Knights' No. 1
Assistant Athletic
player.
Director ArtZeleznic
The team has a winning .record this
and Randy Romero, assistant football
coach. But as Curry's sophomore season season but is no longer nationally
prominent as it was in the '70s.
came to a close, trouble began to stir.
"Well, they were a great team in the
"Towards the end of the season, I
had heard rumors that [Coach Burdell] '70s when Dr. Lex Wood was coach,"
wasn't going to continue my scholarship Burdell said. ''They had world class
for the next season," Curry· said. ''We players and were ranked high in the
beat our last opponent and afterwards . NCAA. Then the funds went d.own."
Curry: "They were Division II then,
she came up and talked to me and told
though. We'd be one of the top 10
me that she wasn't."
Curry's only explanation for Burdell's Division II teams now, but we moved
actions was that she didn't believe he up to Division I. Now we're not in a
was working hard enough. At the time conference, which really hurts us.
this happened, however, he had a
see CURRY page 13
winning record and was ranked No. 1
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chartea Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Curry lost his scholarship two years ago, but he has come back this year and played
No. 1 for the UCF men's tennis team.
-

UCF's late rally Jalls Short,.Stetson. esapes with 7·6 victory
by Jamie Johnson CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

-------------The UCF baseball team fell into a
_.. - - six-run hole in the first inning of its
! '""
Tuesday night game against Stetson
and could not dig itself out, losing 7-6 to
the Hatters at the UCF Baseball
Complex.
"It's good to beat a team as good as
UCF," Stetson Coach Pete Dunn said.

"Especially after they came up to our
- place and came from behind to beat us."
UCF's starting pitcher Laurence
Heisler withstood eight hits from the
Stetson batters along with two errors
from his teammates in the first inning
to .keep the Knights in the game.
After the first, Heisler gave up just
two hits over the next five innings.
"He couldn't get them out in the first
inning and after that he di4 fine," UCF

I

Coach Jay Bergman said. "Our guys
made a game of it and hung in there.
We played hard and that's all you can
ask for."
UCFbatsfinally lit up the scoreboard
in the third inning as Chad Mottola
doubled off the left-field wall, knocking
in Ty Lynch. Ernest Martinez then hit
anard ground ball that bounced over
the third baseman and Mike Josephina
scored from third base.

Stetson's only other run came in the '
seven th inning as center fielder Aaron
Iatarola grounded past second base
and right fielder Mike Sempeles scored. iWith two out jn the seventh inning,
Martinez doubled off the center field
wall to drive in Josephina. Gabby
Angulo followed with a single to shallow ' '
center field and Martinez scored to cut

see STETSON page 13
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In a teacher-student
relationship com~ ·
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fessor for a class one tenn and I found him t
be a real professional
·' ,~
•
· <,\
'\ ( ~;~:>'
~;~/ ~-::"' .;1
"Have you seen Mr. Professor and his little
•;;:,. if:.,
}-"' ~· :. ·::.(~~~. friend discussing poetry?" a classm~te woul
·\~
, ask other students j~ldngly.
·~,
r
The fact that this female student spent un
)l~ ·: usual anioulrta of time In th;i• professor's of.
;: ftce di~ not go unnoticed by the rest of th
class. Although there are no Polarolda of the al
Jeged affair, it WU painfully obvious durlllf C
dlscuSsiona that some fai'orltlam was tolnl mi.
After I completed the clua, I ~ound myae
pondering the rumor more than ever.
Dr. Charles Unkovtc, ,a sociology profeuor
......~~;· .
says that altho1Jllh there could be many rea
,:f.~;~:.
sons for a student becomlnt Involved with
hen I was In third grade, :fwas
professor, It Is somethlni a m~ority of In
love with my teacher, Mrs. Adkins.
structors say ls not healthy.
She had auburn hair, creamy white
..This la an area In the student relatlonshl
skin and a smile that could launch
bat most profeuon stay as far away from
a thousand ships. I was one of ·her favorite
Ible. It can undermine the entire leaml
pupils, mostly because I was also the biggest
rlence," Unkovtc said.
troublemaker In her class.
·
"I think tt's OK, as long u they're bo
I purposely caused many problems In Mrs.
onsentlng adults about It," iays Matt Ba
Adkins' clua just so she would notice me. Evenen, a psycholoty student...But it's only OK
tually, I moved on to fourth grade and left my
e professor i1n't holdlni the grade over the
crush for Mrs. Adkins behind me.
tudent's head to get the date."
·
As youngsters, all of us have experienced
..I asked her out to dinner and a movie •
these very same feelings at one time or anothkind of shocked when she ...dyes," sat
er. They are perfectly natural. But what hapcheat, a junior buslneu major. Micheal dat
pens when this student/teacher relationship ocd a female college instructor at UCF.
cun later In Hfe between a wise male or female
"I never had her for any of my clusea or
professor and an equally mature college stuanything, I just ended up talldng to her when I
dent? The line between professional ethics and
saw her off campus," he added." "We had a iot o
passionate romance can collide head on• .
laughs, but It was obvious that because I was still
Since my arrival at the university, I have
a student, the relationship wasn't going anyheard rumors of professors datlilg their stuwhere."
dents. I have repeatedly beard one about a
Micheal says after a couple of dates he
certain English professor "fratemlzlnt" wtth a
stopped seeing the instructor. "I got the feel..

•
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g t t • e wasn't ~al comfortable with our
aie difference. I think she was leery of being
teen with a student.
·
·
"I guess the college administration wouldn't
look too kindly on it or something," he said. "I
think that's kind of stupld, though. I mean if
two people like each other it shouldn't matter
what job they hold.
"But I wouldn't have made her risk getting
In trouble over it. We had ·a couple of laughs,
I'm just sorry we met while I was still In college," he added •
Tom Vlall, a nursing major, says a student
dating a professor that he or she also has for a
class Is wrong.
"I don't believe the profeno~ can keep an
objective point of view In the class," h~ said.
..It'• unfair to the other clua niemben, ~espe
cially If that student recelTet special privileges for the relationship."
Take the.cue of Chris~. ajunlorstudyifti
accounting.
..I went to lunch with him a couple of times,"
Chrsty said. "He wu really funny, bu~ I wasn't
attracted to him. There'• nothing wrong with
It, I believe it's OK.."
Yet, Christy .said, after her dates with her
professor, ahe rarely attended.his class...I just ·
turned In the w~menta f~~e-~ they ~re
due and took the test• ·pretty much," she says
•• she laughs. She received an A for the term •
This grade .may have indeed been a leg:ltl·
mate one, but did the occa8ional lunch date
help her situation? Did a another girl or guy
making a C in this class have a chance to
boost his or her grade by taking the professor
out for brunch?
Granted. college professors are normal human
beings with emotions. But today, many students
are not much younger than their professors. Is
this enough to excuse personal Involvement?
Piofessors are paid to eclucate the blank faces
that stare at them day In and day out. 1bey're
allO allowed to Interact with their students on a
personal level, but the day they dissolve that
"emotional wall" between their jobs and their
personal feelings Is the day both sides lose.
Professors and students cannot afford to sacriflce the duty they owf! each other by contaminating the learning experience with personal feelings and dating attachments.

2
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Coolin' gacat daitce music; Sue Medley lives up
to her n&me; FAl O.G., Lynch make original music
- put the band on the map.
Mic}Jael Bivins is also one of
the executive producers of the
group. The band's connection
withBivinsisevidentthroughout
the album.
ABC's style is a New Editionmeets-BBD type of music. The
music is great to dance to with
its new sounds as well as a
pseudo-BBD beat. The album
has a strong cros·s -section
appeal.
· For example, while ariy
• Coolin' at the Playgrowui Ya major hip-hopper worth his
Know!
rap would love to have the
Artist: Another Bad Creation jamming beats that drive the
Producer: Mieheal Bivens
ridiculOusly
funky
Label: Motown Records
"Playground," the song "My
World" is a pretty good grasp
new act coming up on of being a kid in the world
the hip-hop scene is today.
AnotherBad Creation
The group then slllfts gears
Five young men ·and with a sterling rendition of the
their swinging partner come · bailad"JealousGirl,"theoldNew
straight out of Atlanta. Ga. The Edition hit.
group consists of Chris, 12;
Coolin' isagreatalbumforall
brothers Marc and Red, 9 and age5whoappreciatethehip-hop
ll;Lil'Dave,8;Ro-Ro, l2;and
homeyGeneral "GA"Austin.
Just like their name,
Another Bad Creationis
corning "hard": the
group's
debut
Motown . album,
c.oolin' At The Playground Ya'
Know!, stands on the cutting
edge of fresh hip-hop, rap, funk
and rhythm and blues~
iesha,"thegroup'sfirstsingle,
which features a special guest
rap by MichaelBivins(BBD). was
the urban and pop smash that

sound smoothed out with some
rhythm and blues. This is also a
great pick-me-upforallyoufinal
exam zombies.
-Sabrina Covington

•

SueMedley

Artist: Sue Medley
Producer: Michael Wanchic
and Simon Vinestock
Label: PolyGrarn

f Medley isn't her real
name, Sue Medley's
·monikercertainlyfi.ts. On
this self-titled album, the
Canadiansongwrtter-vocalist
mixes a number of musical
genres in a smooth and
powerful debut offering.
Medley wrote the songs for
this album, with the exception
ofa blues-tinged Ml.ck Ralphs'
number, "Oh, Atlanta."
"Dangerous Times," the
opening selection, blends the
beat and attitude ofpower pop
with a country-and-western
melody. "Maybe the Next
Time" is a clean and simple

I

love ballad that is heartfelt while
managing to avoid the usual
self-indulgent sappiness.
In many of the lyrics, a
1960s outlook prevails. In
"Dangerous Times," for
example, she writes: "Tiley've
watched theirempiresrtse and
fall/ Ghostly reflections
through crumbled walls/ So·
many innocents trted to stand
tall/ OnJyto be knocked down,
battered and scarred."
·
Then, in "Blue Skies,"
Medley obsetves: "Sometimes
Igetsotroubled/Whenlwatch
the 6 o'clock news on 1VI
Doesn't ~ybody smile at their
neighbor/ When they're walking down the street?"
At the same time, she's not
afraid to strut her stuff or cop an
attitude. "Love Thing" isa bluesinfluenced tune with traces of
rockabilly.and sounds like it'd
be a great nightclub number.
"Start It Over" begills with some
lipping heavy-metal guitar riffs
and begs to be played loud.
Co-producers Wanchic and
Vinestockcanbe equally proud
of their product here. The
recording is crisp and clear and .
loses very little even in
- transferrtng from disc to tape.
One of the b~st productionengineertng ·calls comes early
on when guitarist Sonny
Landreth and keyboardist
Richard Sera worktogetheron
"Heart of Mine" to produce an
effect that sounds like Duane
Allman j arnming with Booker

T. Thenthealbummovesdirectly
to "Queen ofthe Underground, ..
in which Robbie Steininger's
acoustic-flamenco guitar really
sets the moody atmosphere of a
subversive lifestyle.
WhileSueMedleymightnot
have the ·o ctave range of
MariahCarey(butwhod'oes?),
shecertainlyhasstrengthand
gumption to go the distance
with anyone. Great drivin'
music here.
- Bill Cushing

• Life of a Kid in the Ghettn
Artist: EdO.G. &DaBulldogs
Producer:TeddyTed,Special
K and Joe M~sfield
Label: PWL.Arnerica/Mercury
ou may not have
heard of Ed O.G.
(Every Day Other
Girls) and Da Bulldogs (Black United Leaders
Living Directly On Grooving
Sounds), but you are bound

Y

see.ALBUMS page 4

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE.

APRIL 22nd - MAY 3rd

BOOK
B'UY-BACK
SELL YOUR TEXTBOO·KS
BACK TO THE BOOKS.TORE

S"tre-tch ·Your Dollar...
BUY BACK HOURS
APRIL 22nd - APRIL 23rd .• .-••• 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM
APRIL 24th - APRIL 26th ••.••• 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
APRIL 29th - MAY 2nd••••••.••• 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM
MAY 3r4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• ,...8:·30 AM - 5:00 PM
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'Ghost' appe~ on video tape
by Kuan-Lin Wang

•

•

~

~
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~~~~what the pro-

mos said for Paramount's 1990 summer release of "Ghost."
If you had a chance to see
the movie, then you did believe, and if you didn't see it,
here's your chance to redeem
yourself of this moving opportunity.
"Ghost" is now on videocassette at video stores every-where. It's a funny, sexy, exciting and tear-jerkiiig movie.
The end will cause a lump in
your throat (male or female),
if not tears, and you will come
away from this movie a better
person as "Ghost" makes you
think of the hereafter and the
consequences of your actions
in the here and now.
'-

.

!i

"Ghost" stars Patrick
Swayze as Sam Wheat, a deceased banker who hasn't
passed over the line and gone
tow.a rd the light of eternity
because he must right a greater wrong - his own murder.
Demi Moore co-stars with
Swayze as his live-in love,
Molly Jensen.
. Whoopi Goldberg makes one
of her funniest performances
ever as the.Aca~emyAward-winning "spiritual adviser" Oda Mae
Brown, an all-around con artist
who is the only one who can
hear the deceased Sam Wheat.
Personally, I believe the character of Oda Mae Brown was
made to order for Goldberg. Together, this trio hits your funny
bone as well as your heart and
soul.
If you're not into the dramedy of this film, watch _it for its

special effects. The visual effects
of this movie are up to par with
that of "Polteigeist," but in a
more sensual manner.
The script isa well-written one
by Bruce Joel Rubin and movies
such as "Ghost" don't come
around too often anymore. So
dust off your membership can:l
to the video store and watch
"Gho.st." It wUlmakeyou believe.

The Samuel Goldwyn Company

Herny V rouses his tired and ailing troops for battle against
France in "Herny V," a Samuel Goldwyn Company release.

Branaugh's 'Hemy-V':
powerful Shakespeare

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

11

TAN·FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
r

- --

- - - --- - - - - - - -

GRADUATE
TO .THE BEST

by Bill Cushing
n 1988, at age 27, Kenneth Branaugh decided
to film Shakespeare's
"HernyV."
Skeptics had a field day:
How dare anyone attempt
such an undertaking. After all,
Laurence Olivief's version was
a milestone in cinema and the
yardstick for every performance since. ·
Where Olivier pre~nted a
· heroic Herny, cutting a dashing
and
impressive
figure,
.Branaugh's He~ is a motivator and leader, able to get every
ounce of strength and loyalty
from his men When he tells
Mountjoy, 'We would not seek a
battle as we are; nor, as we are,
we say we will not shun it," it is a
defiance that infects his troops
with a street-gang attitude.
This is fitting since the
brash, Belfast-born Branaugh
was hardly intimidated by an
icon such as Olivier. He had

I

earlier
left
the
Royal
Shakespeare Company to cofound his own theatrical troupe,
the Rerutissance Theatre ComPa!W· Then, he did this film with
a smaller budget than Olivier
had in the l 94lk
Butenoughcoil1parisOnsto
Olivier.
Branaugh's 1989 filmstands
on its own feet with absolutely
no trouble at all. The yotn;ig actor-director ·has combined
"Patton" and "The Big Red One"
with humor to come up with a
work that is ertjoyable and engaging human drama.
Branaugh's performance was
good enough to garner him an
Oscar nomination in spite ofthe • ...
fact that the movie was poorly
promoted in this countiy.
Now, in cortjunction with the
ongoing Orlando Shake-speare
Festival, the Enzian Theatre is
rurming the film on Saturday
and Sunday. Admission is $4 for
see Henry V page 4
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probably heard the song from
this hard-rock band. Lynch
Mob is George Lynch
(guitarist); Oni Logan
to with the release ofthe band's (vocals), Anthony Esposito
debut album, Life of a Kid in (bassist) and Mick Brown
(drums). Lynch leads this
the Ghetto.
His first release, "I Got to group and composes the
Have It," ·i s already getting music.
limited airplay on YO! M1V
The cover of the compact
Raps, which is helping to disc shows a very colorful
introduce his hard-hitting picture of a large skull with
style to the masses.
two bloody swords crossed
The Awesome 2 production through its sides. A brown
team has done a pretty' good snake slides out of the top
job with the LP and has found portion of the largest skull
some funky hooks to go with with three snakes, three
Ed's lyrics. The team even skulls and two swords
manages to sample just about crossed through the largest
every current rapper around, s1mll. On the other side it
from Digital Underground to shows the group sitting Qn
the Diabolical Biz Markie.
motor cycles in the desert
The LP kicks off with Ed portraying a Hell's Angels
::
·
O.G. 's personal statement "I'm type image.
Different." This song is pretty
Logan writes the lyrics and
much self-explanatory.
adds the human element of
Things begin to pick up a the music with his versatile
bit with the next cut, "Speak voice. "Wicked Sensation"
Upon It,"which starts offwith: has a variety of songs ranging
"Butwhenitcomestoprotecting from very fast, very hard
the lives of 22 million Afro- thundering guitar solos in
.Americans, then all of a sudden "Hell Child" to a quiet almost
Uncle Sam becomes very sentimental tone in "Through
conscious of legality."
These Eyes."
This is a great cut about
The second song "River of
racism in the American legal Love" is hard at its best with
system: Ace & Quan and Def a near perfect combination
Jef help Ed to speak on it.
of electric guitar, drums and
From this political tip, Ed wailing vocals. "For A Million
O.G. then kicks into humor Years" adds a little inspirwith "Feel Like a Nut" and then ation with lyrics saying,"Just
back to seriousness with his beJfeve in something love or
statement on black unity in "I money/ whatever gets ·you
Got to Have It."
through life is all right by me."
Overall, the LP is pretty good
Lynch's ability to arrange
with best cutsbeing "Gotta Have music makes up for Logan's
Money" and "I Got to Have It."
uneasy vocals, which can be
If you are sick of the inaudible at · times. Lynch's
exploitative lyrics of su~h music ability is better than
rappers as Vanillaice, then Life average and even more so
of a Kid in the Ghettn will be a considering this is a first album.
"Sweet Sister Mercy" has a
welcome change; othenvise,
catchy
combination, which
you can just "Play With
Yourself" ... oops, I mean "Play should produce another hit
that Funky Musfc."
for the Los Angeles group.
"Dance of the Dogs" induces
-Mark Thomas a little more speed in the
album after following "She's
Evil But She's Mine," which
. is really not quite as twisted
as it sounds.
Lynch Mob is a cut above
muchoftherecentnewmateiial.
Theentirealbumisoriginalwork,
which makes it a bit usual for
this Milli Vanilli era.
The last song on the album,
called "Strnet Fighting Man," is
not the same as the Stones'
version Lynch Mob should be
around for a while as this may
be the first of many successful
albums.
• Wicked Sensation
Overall, it is a true hard rock
Artist: Lynch Mob
Producer: Max Norman and 'n'roilalbum. It will liven upyour
Lynch Mob
J
1 ). •
senses, so crank it up loud and
let that wicked sensation come
Label: Elektra
over you!
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''I

've got that wicked
sensation that's
crawlin' all over
me-." No doubt if
you listen to rock you've

I

•

•
•
•
•

battle as battles are - not the
well-planned or chore~phed
charges and parries we're accustomed to, but the messy confusion that warusually is.
For those who have avoided
Shakespeare for whatever reason, Branaugh has proven that.
given the right interpretation, the
bard's works are timeless.
1llS is the right interpretation
Showtimes are at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, 1:30 and 4:30 p.m.
Sunday and 5:30and8:10 p.m.
Monday.

MR. EBERHART HAS ATTENDED THE FLOYD KENYATTA
HAIR CLASS, THE OLLIE BENSON HAIR CLASS, THE
THOMAS HAYDEN HAIR CLASS AND THE CLAIROL
COLOR CLASS ...
•
:

NEXT WEEK:
Nine Inch Nails, CSN&Y.

·UNIT SIZES FROM 5 X 5 - TO 10 X 30
-ON SITE RESIDENT MANAGERS

r--FRE'E'MoNT'H--,
. 273-1668 I STUDENT SPECIAL!!! I
7200 OLD CHENEY

: BRING IN THIS AD :
HWY.
(OFF GOLDENROD) I FOR A FREE MONTH.I
I BUY 2 GET 1 FREE. I
ORIANDO, FL

---------

NEW TENANTS ONLY -

•

•

UCF STUDENTS TAKE $5
OFF CHEMICAL SERVICE
AND $2 OFF CUTS
W/COUPON

2234 WINTER WOOD BLVD. SUITE B
(LIGHT RIGHT AFT~R BALLV'S, WINTER PARK)
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•
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The Central Florida Future

•

•

presents the

Spring Car Fair '91

•

April 23 from 1Oa.m. to 2 p.m. on· the $Jreen
Auto dealers will be on hand to cut special deals for UCF students!

Norman Bros. ~i~san
· : · COggi~Osteen Honda,·Lincolra,.Mercuiy, ·Ford
McNamara Pontiac
-

•

I

-Josiah Baker

MONTH TO MONTH

32807

each showing.
This is an investment, not an
expense!
From Derek Jacobi's opening
line, "Oh for a muse of fire" spoken as he lights a match in a
stage crowded with props and
costumes, this film canies its
audience with insights into the
personalities that make history.
It doesn't hurt that Branaugh
assembled one ofthe finest casts:
Along with Jacobi, Mountjoy is
portrayed by Christopher Ravenscroft while Ian Holm plays
F1uellen, Paul Scofield is Hemys
foe, the king of France, and
Michael Maloney portrays the
hotheaded Da~phin, eldest son
ofthe French monarch. rrhe last
three played, respectively, Polonius, the ghost and:Rosenkrantz
in the recent "Hamlet. j
Alec McCowen and Charles

Kay are perfect as the ~eming
clergymen who convince Herny
to "unwind your bloody flag."
This show is rounded out
nicely by Branaugh's wife,
Emma Thompson, as Katherine, the ultimate object of Henry's pursuit. Thompson plays
her part with a spirit that ex:udes. a beauty far beyond her
physical assets.
Branaugh's direction and timing is :impeccable. He uses closeups to allow his cast to portray
emotions through their facial
movements that would be inlpos.sible to convey from a stage.
A1so when Herny first enters his
throne room, it is an awe-inspiring moment as his silhouette fills
the entire domway, it is the only ·
figtire to do so throughout the
rest of the :fihn.
What brings this :fihn mast to
life, hqwever, is the way Branaugh portrays the battleat.Agincourt. As Oliver Stone did in "Platoon," Branaugh portrays his
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Come by and buy!
Special incentives on new -cars.
Plenty of salespeople on hand.
Plus food, live bands, WUCF and more.
They'll all be there for your
entertainment and .enjoyment.
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